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                       Adding your human touch to learning



The Problem
The reason why we chose to create this app / website was because we felt that 

students who were struggling with learning disabilities were not 

receiving enough or any help. Most people don’t know that 45% of 
college students that drop out of college did so due to 
their Learning Disabilities.



Learning is halted by
  stress
   fatigue 
   frustration
   attention loss &
       lack of engagement    



Who Does Loop Learn Help?

Four million college students are diagnosed with a 
learning disability, and only 14% of those students are 
provided with accommodations. 

1. Connect 
2. Provide Adaptive Learning



Loop Learn
Solutions...
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Traditional Lesson: Keep Moving

LoopLearn Lesson: Bring it up later
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Brain Waves: Data



Brain Waves: In Perspective



Application: First Grade Math

EEG Data



Application: Fifth Grade Math



       Loop learn App (Module)
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THANK YOU 
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Loop Learn is composed of two 

parts. One is an app and website 

that connects disabled students 

with other students and resources 

in their area. These two resources 

are available when you need help. 

Connecting you to other students 

helps you understand that there are 

other students that are struggling 

just like you. 

The other is providing a platform for 

adaptive learning using biosensor 

feedback and facial recognition to 

connect students with learning 

disabilities to counselors, teachers, 

and fellow students. We provide 

information about comprehension, 

interactivity, and awareness for 

optimal learning outcomes.



Connection to the 7 Key Humanity 101 Points
1. Compassion- Shows the the students in need that they are cared about and that we want 

them to succeed.
2. Empathy- Students are able to access counselors, support groups, and even other students 

that are going through the same thing.
3. Forgiveness- Students that suffer from learning disabilities may feel that there is no hope, but 

with help they will feel different about learning.
4. Kindness- Teachers, counselors, and other students are all kind and helpful to each other 
5. Respect- When using the website/app teacher, counselors, and students have to be respectful 

of others 

6.  Integrity- The teachers, counselors, and students using the website are honest and try to help 
the students learn and succeed.

7. Self-Reflection- Provides feedback about the students to see how they are developing in their 
education. 


